
Congratulations! You have been hired on to write and publish an article in our yet 

to be named inaugural magazine publication. We here at B&D Inc. have high 

expectations and would like to help you, the writer, with some of our 

expectations. 

So, let's get to work! We don't have much time to spare. A rough draft is due on 

Friday the 18th. Rushed work that lacks time or evidence of researching your 

topic will be returned. Remember- there are no shortcuts. 

Requirements:

~ a graphic organizer is turned in to detail the format used to write the article. 

This can include cause/effect, problem/solution, sequencing, description, or 

compare/contrast. A book with many articles set up in this format, along with 

graphic organizers will be offered today for you to keep during the publication 

process. Organizers can be found on pages 106-110.  Points: 20

~ key content vocabulary words are featured and addressed within your article. 

What words may be unfamiliar to your readers? Make sure you include 

pronunciation guides, bolding, or even the possibility of a glossary guide. 

Points:10

~ a catchy title and interesting subheadings are needed. We want to catch the 

reader's interest. A quick glance at your article should tell us what your piece is 

about. Points: 10

~ a BALANCE of nonfiction text features. You received a copy of NF text features 

and their functions. It was hole punched and should be found under your reading 

section in your notebook. Features may include labeling, captions, cutaways, etc. 

Points: 15

~ if you are planning on adding photographs, please have them saved on your 

flash-drive If you don't have a flash-drive please purchase one shortly. Points-

N/A

~ careful consideration of your lead and end has been made...again, you have a 

hole punched example that should be placed in your notebook. Points: 10

~ my information is factual and showcases new and interesting information. 

Points:  15       Total Points: 70
(30 more points will be incorporated for our final publication process)


